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The production cross section of electrons from semileptonic decays of beauty hadrons was measured at
mid-rapidity (|y| < 0.8) in the transverse momentum range 1< pT < 8 GeV/c with the ALICE experiment
at the CERN LHC in pp collisions at a center of mass energy
√
s = 7 TeV using an integrated luminosity
of 2.2 nb−1. Electrons from beauty hadron decays were selected based on the displacement of the decay
vertex from the collision vertex. A perturbative QCD calculation agrees with the measurement within
uncertainties. The data were extrapolated to the full phase space to determine the total cross section for
the production of beauty quark–antiquark pairs.
© 2013 CERN. Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.The measurement of heavy-ﬂavor (charm and beauty) produc-
tion in proton–proton (pp) collisions at the CERN Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) provides a crucial testing ground for quantum chro-
modynamics (QCD), the theory of strong interactions, in a new
high-energy regime. Because of their large masses heavy quarks
are mainly produced via initial hard parton–parton collisions, even
at low transverse momenta pT. Therefore, heavy-ﬂavor production
cross sections constitute a prime benchmark for perturbative QCD
(pQCD) calculations. Furthermore, heavy-ﬂavor measurements in
pp collisions provide a mandatory baseline for corresponding stud-
ies in nucleus–nucleus collisions. Heavy quark observables are sen-
sitive to the properties of the strongly interacting partonic medium
which is produced in such collisions.
Earlier measurements of beauty production in pp¯ collisions at√
s = 1.96 TeV at the Tevatron [1] are in good agreement with
pQCD calculations at ﬁxed order with next-to-leading log resum-
mation (FONLL) [2,3]. Measurements of charm production, avail-
able at high pT only [4], are close to the upper limit but still
consistent with such pQCD calculations. The same trend was ob-
served in pp collisions at
√
s = 0.2 TeV at RHIC [5,6].
In pp collisions at the LHC, heavy-ﬂavor production was in-
vestigated extensively at
√
s = 7 TeV in various decay channels.
With LHCb beauty hadron production cross sections were mea-
sured at forward rapidity [7] and, at high pT only, with CMS at
mid-rapidity [8]. At low pT, mid-rapidity J/ψ meson production
from beauty hadron decays was studied with ALICE [9]. These
results, as well as the mid-rapidity D-meson production cross sec-
tions measured with ALICE [10], are well described by FONLL pQCD
calculations. The same is true for the production cross sections
of electrons and muons from semileptonic decays of heavy-ﬂavor
hadrons reported by ATLAS [11] at high pT, and by ALICE down
to low pT [12,13]. However, still missing at the LHC is the separa-
tion of leptons from charm and beauty hadron decays at low pT,
which is important for the total beauty production cross section
and which provides a crucial baseline for Pb–Pb collisions.
This Letter reports the mid-rapidity (|y| < 0.8) production
cross section of electrons, (e+ + e−)/2, from semileptonic beauty
hadron decays measured with the ALICE experiment in the range
1< pT < 8 GeV/c in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV. Two independent
techniques were used for the separation of beauty hadron decay
electrons from those originating from other sources, in particular
charm hadron decays. The resulting invariant cross sections of elec-
trons from beauty and from charm hadron decays are compared
with corresponding predictions from a FONLL pQCD calculation.
In addition, the measured cross sections were extrapolated to the
full phase space and the total beauty and charm production cross
sections were determined.
The data set used for this analysis was recorded during the
2010 LHC run with ALICE, which is described in detail in [14].
Charged particle tracks were reconstructed in the pseudorapidity
range |η| < 0.8 with the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) and the
Inner Tracking System (ITS) which, in addition, provides excellent
track spatial resolution at the interaction point. Electron candi-
dates were selected with the TPC and the Time-Of-Flight detector
(TOF). Data were collected using a minimum bias (MB) trigger [12]
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derived from the VZERO scintillator arrays and the Silicon Pixel De-
tector (SPD), which is the innermost part of the ITS consisting of
two cylindrical layers of hybrid silicon pixel assemblies. The MB
trigger cross section σMB = 62.2± 2.2 mb [15] was measured in a
van-der-Meer scan. An integrated luminosity of 2.2 nb−1 was used
for this analysis.
Pile-up events were identiﬁed by requiring no more than one
primary vertex to be reconstructed with the SPD as discussed
in [12]. Taking into account the eﬃciency of the pile-up event
identiﬁcation, only 2.5% of the triggered events suffered from pile-
up. The corresponding events were removed from the analyzed
data sample. The systematic uncertainty due to the remaining un-
detected pile-up events was negligible.
Events and tracks were selected following the approach from a
previous analysis [12]. Charged particle tracks reconstructed in the
TPC and ITS were propagated towards the outer detectors using
a Kalman ﬁlter approach [16]. Geometrical matching was applied
to associate tracks with hits in the outer detectors. To guarantee
good particle identiﬁcation based on the speciﬁc dE/dx in the TPC,
tracks were required to include a minimum number of 80 clus-
ters used for the energy loss calculation. A cut on the number
of clusters for tracking is used to enhance the electron/pion sep-
aration. The stringent request for at least 120 clusters from the
maximum of 159 enhances electrons relative to hadrons. In total,
at least four ITS hits were required to be associated with a track.
A cut on the distance of closest approach (DCA) to the primary
vertex in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis (xy) as well as
in the beam direction (z) was applied to reject background tracks
and non-primary tracks. Differently from the heavy-ﬂavor electron
analysis [12], the pseudorapidity range was extended to |η| < 0.8,
and tracks were required to be associated with hits in both layers
of the SPD in order to minimize the contribution from tracks with
randomly associated hits in the ﬁrst pixel layer. The latter criterion
provides a better measurement of the track’s transverse impact pa-
rameter d0, i.e. the DCA to the primary collision vertex in the plane
perpendicular to the beam axis, where the sign of d0 is attributed
on the basis of the relative position of primary vertex and the track
prolongation in the direction perpendicular to the direction of the
transverse momentum vector of the track.
Electron candidates were required to be consistent within three
standard deviations with the electron time of ﬂight hypothesis,
thus eﬃciently rejecting charged kaon background up to momenta
of ≈ 1.5 GeV/c and proton background up to ≈ 3 GeV/c. Addi-
tional background, in particular from charged pions, was rejected
using the speciﬁc energy loss, dE/dx, measured for charged parti-
cles in the TPC.
Due to their long lifetime (cτ ∼ 500 μm), beauty hadrons de-
cay at a secondary vertex displaced in space from the primary
collision vertex. Consequently, electron tracks from semileptonic
beauty hadron decays feature a rather broad d0 distribution, as in-
dicated by simulation studies in Fig. 1(a). Also shown are the d0
distributions of the main background sources, i.e. electrons from
charm hadron decays, from Dalitz and dilepton decays of light
mesons, and from photon conversions. These distributions were
obtained from a detailed Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment
using GEANT3 [17]. With the PYTHIA 6.4.21 event generator [18]
pp collisions were produced employing the Perugia 0-parameter
tuning [19]. The pT shapes of beauty hadron decay electrons from
a FONLL pQCD calculation [20] and from PYTHIA are in good
agreement. The PYTHIA simulation does not reproduce precisely
the pT-differential yields of background sources measured in data.
Therefore, the pT distributions of the relevant electron sources
in PYTHIA were re-weighted to match the distributions measured
with ALICE, prior of propagation through the ALICE apparatus us-
ing GEANT3. After the full Monte Carlo simulation, the same event
Fig. 1. (Color online.) (a) d0 distributions of electrons from beauty and charm hadron
decays as well as from decays of light hadrons and from photon conversions ob-
tained from PYTHIA simulations in the electron pT range 1 < pT < 6 GeV/c. The
distributions were normalized to the same integrated yield. (b) Ratios of the mea-
sured and the simulated d0 distributions of conversion electrons in the ranges
1 < pT < 2 GeV/c and 2 < pT < 6 GeV/c (points shifted in d0 by 10 μm for bet-
ter visibility).
cuts and track selection criteria (including that on d0) as in data
were applied. The pT distributions of the backgrounds were nor-
malized by the number of events passing these event selection
cuts, corrected for the eﬃciency to reconstruct a primary vertex.
Background electrons surviving these selection criteria were sub-
tracted from the inclusive electron spectrum obtained from data.
This approach relies on the availability of the pT-differential cross
section measurements of the main background sources.
The production cross sections of π0 and η mesons, the dom-
inant sources of electrons from Dalitz decays and from photons
which convert in material into e+e− pairs, were measured with
ALICE in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV [21]. The conversion elec-
tron yield depends on the material budget which was measured
with a systematic uncertainty of 4.5% [21]. Other light hadrons
and heavy quarkonia contribute through their decays to the elec-
tron spectrum and their phase space distributions were calculated
with the approach described in [12]. This calculation also includes
real and virtual photon production via partonic hard scattering
processes. D0, D+, and D+s meson production cross sections were
measured with ALICE [10,22] in the transverse momentum ranges
1< pT < 16 GeV/c, 1< pT < 24 GeV/c, and 2< pT < 12 GeV/c, re-
spectively. Based on a FONLL pQCD calculation [20] the measured
pT-differential cross sections were extrapolated to pT = 50 GeV/c.
The contribution from the unmeasured high-pT region to the elec-
tron yield from D-meson decays was estimated to be 10% for
electrons with pT < 8 GeV/c. A contribution from Λc decays was
included using a measurement of the ratio σ(Λc)/σ (D0 + D+)
from ZEUS [23].
The measured pT spectra of the main background sources drop
more quickly with pT than the ones generated by PYTHIA for
ALICE Collaboration / Physics Letters B 721 (2013) 13–23 15Fig. 2. (Color online.) (a) Distribution of d0× charge for electron candidates after all analysis cuts (except that on d0) superimposed to the best-ﬁt result. The ﬁt function is
deﬁned as the sum of the Monte Carlo d0 distribution of beauty electrons and those of electrons from all other sources, the normalizations being the free parameters in the
ﬁt. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties. (b) Differences between the data and the best ﬁt result divided by the statistical error.pT > 1 GeV/c. The ratio of the measured yield and the yield from
PYTHIA, which was used to weight the spectra of the electron
sources in PYTHIA, is 1.3 (0.6) at pT = 1(10) GeV/c for π0. The cor-
responding ratio is 2.4 (1.3) at pT = 1(10) GeV/c for η mesons, and
0.95 (0.2) at pT = 1(10) GeV/c for electrons from charm hadron
decays.
A cut on the d0 parameter is applied in order to enhance the
signal-to-background ratio (S/B) of electrons from beauty hadron
decays. For this, it is crucial that the d0 resolution is properly re-
produced in the simulation. The d0 resolution is found to be 80 μm
(30 μm) for tracks with pT = 1(10) GeV/c [10]. The agreement of
the d0 measurement of electron candidates with the simulation
is demonstrated in Fig. 1(b), which shows the ratios of the mea-
sured d0 distribution to the one from simulation in the pT ranges
1< pT < 2 GeV/c and 2< pT < 6 GeV/c for electrons from photon
conversions, which is the only identiﬁable source in data. A pure
sample of electrons from photon conversions in the detector ma-
terial was identiﬁed using a V0-ﬁnder and topological cuts [24].
At pT > 6 GeV/c, the number of reconstructed conversions was
statistically insuﬃcient for this cross check. In addition, the d0 res-
olution measured for charged tracks in data is reproduced within
10% by the Monte Carlo simulation [10]. The difference in the par-
ticle multiplicities between data and simulation gives an effect on
the primary vertex resolution, which is included in the d0 res-
olution as a convolution of the track position and the primary
vertex resolution. The Monte Carlo simulation shows that the elec-
tron Bremsstrahlung effect is limited to transverse momenta below
1 GeV/c. At higher pT, the particle species dependences of the d0
resolution is negligible.
Fig. 2 shows that the d0 distribution of the data sample is well
described by the cocktail of signal and background. The measured
d0 distribution of identiﬁed electrons was ﬁtted by minimizing
a χ2 between the measured d0 distribution and the sum of the
Monte Carlo d0 distributions of signal and background in the cor-
responding electron pT range. The differences between the data
and the cocktail are consistent with statistical variations. The ra-
tio of the signal to background yields, which is obtained by this ﬁt
procedure, agrees with that obtained in the present analysis within
statistical uncertainties.
The widths of the d0 distributions depend on pT. Only electrons
satisfying the condition |d0| > 64 + 780 × exp(−0.56pT) (with d0
in μm and pT in GeV/c) were considered for the further analysis.
This pT-dependent d0 cut was determined from the simulation to
maximize the signiﬁcance for the beauty decay electron spectrum.
The possible bias introduced by this optimization is taken into ac-
count in the estimation of the systematic uncertainties, by varying
substantially the cut value.
Fits of the TPC dE/dx distribution in momentum slices indicate
that the remaining hadron contamination grows from less than
10−5 at 1 GeV/c to ≈20% at 8 GeV/c before the application of
the d0 cut. Since hadrons originate from the primary collision ver-
tex, the latter cut reduces the remaining hadron contamination to
less than 3% even at the highest pT considered here. The elec-
tron background from sources other than beauty hadron decays
was estimated based on the method described above. In Fig. 3
the raw electron yield, as well as the non-beauty electron back-
ground yield, which is subtracted in the analysis, are shown after
the application of the track selection criteria. At pT = 1 GeV/c, the
background contributions from charm hadron decays, light meson
decays, and photon conversions are approximately equal and S/B
is ≈ 1/3. At pT = 8 GeV/c, the background originates mostly from
charm hadron decays and S/B is ≈ 5.
The electron yield from beauty hadron decays, Ne(pT), was cor-
rected for the geometrical acceptance, the track reconstruction ef-
ﬁciency, the electron identiﬁcation eﬃciency, and the eﬃciency of
the d0 cut. The total eﬃciency ε is the product of these individ-
ual factors. ε was computed from a full detector simulation using
GEANT3 as discussed in [12]. In addition, the electron pT distribu-
tion was corrected for effects of ﬁnite momentum resolution and
energy loss due to Bremsstrahlung via a pT unfolding procedure
which does not depend on the pT shape of Monte Carlo simula-
tion [12].
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Fig. 3. (Color online.) The signal (black solid circle) and the background yields after
the application of the track selection criteria including the one on d0. The back-
ground electrons (red solid line), i.e. the sum of the electrons from charm hadron
decays, from Dalitz and dilepton decays of light mesons, and from photon conver-
sions, were subtracted from the inclusive electron spectrum (black open circle). The
error bars represent the statistical uncertainties. The symbols are plotted at the cen-
ter of each bin.
The invariant cross section of electron production from beauty
hadron decays in the range |y| < 0.8 was then calculated using the
corrected electron pT spectrum, the number of minimum bias pp
collisions NMB, and the minimum bias cross section σMB as
1
2π pT
d2σ
dpT dy
= 1
2π pcT
Ne(pT)

y
pT
1
ε
σMB
NMB
, (1)
where pcT are the centers of the pT bins with widths 
pT and

y = 0.8 is the width of the rapidity interval.
A summary of the estimated relative systematic uncertainties is
provided in Table 1. The systematic uncertainties for the tracking
and the particle identiﬁcation are the following: the corrections of
the ITS, TPC, TOF tracking eﬃciencies, the TOF, TPC particle identi-
ﬁcation eﬃciencies, the pT unfolding procedure. These amount to+17
−14(
+8
−14)% for pT < (>)3 GeV/c. Additional systematic uncertain-
ties speciﬁc for this analysis due to the d0 cut, the subtraction
of the light hadron decay background and charm hadron decay
background were added in quadrature. The systematic uncertainty
induced by the d0 cut was evaluated by repeating the full analy-
sis with modiﬁed cuts. The variation of this cut was chosen such
that it corresponds to ±1σ , where σ is the d0 resolution measured
on data [10]. These vary the minimum d0 cut eﬃciency by ±20%.
In addition, the full analysis was repeated after smearing the d0
resolution in the Monte Carlo simulation by 10% [10], considering
the maximum differences in the d0 distribution in data and sim-
ulation. The uncertainty due to the background subtraction was
evaluated by propagating the statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties of the light and charm hadron measurements used as analysis
input. At low pT, the uncertainties are dominated by the subtrac-
tion of charm hadron decay background.
Fig. 4 presents the invariant production cross section of elec-
trons from beauty hadron decays obtained with the analysis based
on the d0 cut. As a cross check the corresponding result from
an alternative method is shown. In the latter, the decay electron
spectrum was calculated for charm hadrons as measured with AL-
ICE [10] based on a fast Monte Carlo simulation using PYTHIA de-
cay kinematics, and it was subtracted from the electron spectrum
Fig. 4. (Color online.) Invariant cross sections of electrons from beauty hadron de-
cays measured directly via the transverse impact parameter method and indirectly
via subtracting the calculated charm hadron decay contribution from the measured
heavy-ﬂavor hadron decay electron spectrum [12]. The error bars (boxes) represent
the statistical (systematic) uncertainties.
Table 1
Overview of the contributions to the systematic uncertainties. The total systematic
uncertainty is calculated as the quadratic sum of all contributions.
pT range (GeV/c) 1–8
Error source Systematic uncertainty [%]
Track matching ±2
ITS number of hits +1−4
TPC number of tracking clusters +15−7 (
+3
−4) for pT < 2.5(> 2.5) GeV/c
TPC number of PID clusters ±2
DCA to primary vertex in xy (z) ±1
TOF matching and PID ±5
TPC PID +5(+2−5) for pT < 3(> 3) GeV/c
Minimum d0 cut ±12
Charge dependence +1−7
η dependence −6
Unfolding ±5
Light hadron decay background ≈ 10(< 2) for pT = 1(> 2) GeV/c
Charm hadron decay background ≈ 30(< 10) for pT = 1(> 3) GeV/c
measured for all heavy-ﬂavor hadron decays [12]. The systematic
uncertainties of these two inputs have been added in quadrature
as they are uncorrelated. The results from the subtraction method,
which does not use a d0 cut, and from the analysis based on the
d0 selection agree within the experimental uncertainties, which are
much smaller, in particular at low pT, for the beauty measurement
employing the d0 cut.
In Fig. 5(a) FONLL pQCD predictions [20] of the electron produc-
tion cross sections are compared with the measured electron spec-
trum from beauty hadron decays and with the calculated electron
spectrum from charm hadron decays. The ratios of the measured
cross sections to the FONLL predictions are shown in Figs. 5(b) and
5(c) for electrons from beauty and charm hadron decays, respec-
tively. The FONLL predictions are in good agreement with the data.
At low pT, electrons from heavy-ﬂavor hadron decays originate
predominantly from charm hadrons. As demonstrated in Fig. 5(d),
beauty hadron decays take over from charm as the dominant
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Fig. 5. (Color online.) (a) pT-differential invariant cross sections of electrons from
beauty and from charm hadron decays. The error bars (boxes) represent the statis-
tical (systematic) uncertainties. The solid (dashed) lines indicate the corresponding
FONLL predictions (uncertainties) [20]. Ratios of the data and the FONLL calcula-
tions are shown in (b) and (c) for electrons from beauty and charm hadron decays,
respectively, where the dashed lines indicate the FONLL uncertainties. (d) Measured
ratio of electrons from beauty and charm hadron decays with error boxes depicting
the total uncertainty.
source of electrons from heavy-ﬂavor hadron decays close to elec-
tron transverse momenta of 4 GeV/c.
The integrated cross section of electrons from beauty hadron
decays was measured as 6.61 ± 0.54(stat)+1.92−1.86(sys) μb for
1 < pT < 8 GeV/c in the range |y| < 0.8. The beauty produc-
tion cross section σbb¯ was calculated by extrapolating this pT-
integrated visible cross section down to pT = 0 and to the full
y range. The extrapolation factor was determined based on FONLL
as described in [9], using the beauty to electron branching ra-
tio BRHb→e + BRHb→Hc→e = 0.205 ± 0.007 [25]. The related un-
certainty was obtained as the quadratic sum of the uncertain-
ties from the beauty quark mass, from perturbative scales, and
from the CTEQ6.6 parton distribution functions [26]. At mid-
rapidity the beauty production cross section per unit rapidity is
dσbb¯/dy = 42.3 ± 3.5(stat)+12.3−11.9(sys)+1.1−1.7(extr) μb, where the ad-
ditional systematic uncertainty due to the extrapolation proce-
dure is quoted separately. The total cross section was derived as
σbb¯ = 280 ± 23(stat)+81−79(sys)+7−8(extr) ± 10(BR) μb, consistent with
the result of a previous measurement of J/ψ mesons from beauty
hadron decays σbb¯ = 282 ± 74(stat)+58−68(sys)+8−7(extr) μb [9]. The
weighted average of the two measurements was calculated based
on the procedure described in [27]. The statistical and systematic
uncertainties of two measurements are largely uncorrelated, but
the extrapolation uncertainties using the same theoretical model
(FONLL) are correlated. The weights, deﬁned using the statistical
and the uncorrelated systematic uncertainties, and the correlated
extrapolation uncertainties, are calculated as 0.499 for the mea-
surement using semileptonic beauty hadron decays and 0.501 for
that using non-prompt J/ψ mesons. The combined total cross sec-
tion is σbb¯ = 281 ± 34(stat)+53−54(sys)+7−8(extr) μb. FONLL predicts
σbb¯ = 259+120−96 μb [20].
The production cross section of electrons from heavy-ﬂavor
hadron decays was measured as 37.7 ± 3.2(stat)+13.3−14.4(sys) μb for
0.5 < pT < 8 GeV/c in the range |y| < 0.5 [12]. After subtrac-
tion of the contribution from beauty hadron decays (see above)
the resulting production cross section of electrons from charm
hadron decays was converted into a charm production cross sec-
tion applying the same extrapolation method as for beauty. With
the branching ratio BRHc→e = 0.096 ± 0.004 [25], at mid-rapidity
the charm production cross section per unit rapidity is dσcc¯/dy =
1.2 ± 0.2(stat) ± 0.6(sys)+0.2−0.1(extr) mb. The total cross section
σcc¯ = 10.0± 1.7(stat)+5.1−5.5(sys)+3.5−0.5(extr)± 0.4(BR) mb is consistent
with the result of a previous, more accurate measurement using D
mesons σcc¯ = 8.5±0.5(stat)+1.0−2.4(sys)+5.0−0.4(extr) mb [28]. The FONLL
prediction is σcc¯ = 4.76+6.44−3.25 mb [20]. All measured cross sections
have an additional normalization uncertainty of 3.5% [15].
In summary, invariant production cross sections of electrons
from beauty and from charm hadron decays were measured in pp
collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV. The agreement between theoretical pre-
dictions and the data suggests that FONLL pQCD calculations can
reliably describe heavy-ﬂavor production even at low pT in the
highest energy hadron collisions accessible in the laboratory today.
Furthermore, these results provide a crucial baseline for heavy-
ﬂavor production studies in the hot and dense matter created in
Pb–Pb collisions at the LHC.
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